Traditional traffic prediction methods treat traffic data as one dimensional time series that can t make full use of multi-mode correlation of traffic data, hence previous prediction models exist different levels of predictability and limits. To fully utilize the intrinsic multiple correlations of traffic data, in this paper a multi dimensional array tensor model has proposed to encapsulate the traffic volume data. And a new traffic prediction method has been proposed, which includes rough estimation with intra-day trend and exact estimation with dynamic tensor completion (DTC) Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed prediction method is more accurate and reliable than traditional prediction methods.
Introduction
Correct, robust and live short-term traffic prediction is the premise of traffic control and traffic flow inducement. Recently, with the development of the intelligent traffic system, short-term traffic prediction plays an increasingly important role in applied traffic management and advanced driver information systems. Because traffic volume data are accumulating data with large-scale and complexity (Kerner, 2009; Siegel and Belomestnyi, 2006) , although the past two decades have seen increasingly rapid advances in the field of short-term traffic prediction, In general the previous prediction models have different levels of predictability and limits. And a great deal of effort is needed to look for an efficient instrument that provides high prediction accuracies..
The correlations of traffic volume data are critical for short-term traffic volume prediction (BM Williams and PK Durvasula 1998). There are many kinds of correlations existing in traffic volume data that have not been sufficiently explored. For the single detector data, multiple correlations contain the relations of traffic data such as week mode, day mode and interval mode etc. In addition, the spatial correlations exist in multiple detectors data. However, the frequently used short-term traffic prediction methods such as naïve model (Williams and Hoel, 2003) , Auto Regressive Moving Average (Clark, 2003) , Support Vector Regression (Sapankevych and Sankar, 2009 ), Feed-Forward Neural Network (Chen and Grant-Muller, 2001 ) and Nearest Neighboring Analysis (Smith et al., 2002) all treat traffic data as one dimensional time series vector and use mathematical model or selflearning technology to mine the temporal correlation of traffic data for estimating. These methods have several limitations since vector pattern data only cover a little temporal information which adversely affect the prediction performance. The main method to improve the prediction performance is using intelligent algorithms to take advantage of spatial information, such as Bayesian combined neural networks (Zheng et al., 2006) and extended time-series-based approach (Min and Wynter, 2011) . These methods are mainly used to predict traffic data but the prediction performance has not been improved significantly. The main reason is that the spatial correlation has not been fully utilized.
To tackle the shortcomings of traditional methods mentioned above, we propose using multi-dimensional array, i.e., tensor pattern, to model traffic data. Tensor pattern can combine and utilize the multi-mode correlations (for example, link-mode, week-mode, day-mode, and interval-mode), through preserving the multiway nature of the traffic data and extracting the underlying factors in each mode of tensor.
The Tensor-based methods can capture the global structure of the data via a high-order decomposition (named tensor decomposition). Tensor decomposition proposed by Hitchcock has great ability for multidimensional modeling with many advantages such as fast convergence, high accuracy, and low computational efforts (Ishteva, 2009) . Tensor-based methods proved to be a good analytical tool for dealing with the static multidimensional data such as image processing (Cong et al., 2011) ,EEG signal (Acar et al., 2011) and CSA groups (Myasnikov and Remeslennikov, 1996) . It is also very convenient to deal with dynamic multidimensional data such as the network datasets, DBLP Bibliographic dataset and environmental sensor data by dynamic tensor analysis (Sun et al., 2008) . In missing traffic data completion area, tensor-based method (Tan et al., 2013) which make full use of both spatial and temporal information by using tensor (multi-way array) volume model, has been proved to be more effective with higher accuracy than the other conventional imputation methods for traffic volume data even the missing ratio reaches up to 80%.
In this paper, we focus on short-term freeway traffic volume prediction using data from a single loop detector and dynamic tensor completion is applied to short-term traffic prediction.
Some researches have reported that utilize intra-day trend of traffic flow will improve prediction accuracy (C. Chen et.al 2012) and a large amount of missing entrances has a negative impact on tensor completion (Acar et.al 2011) , Hence, a two-step predicting framework has been proposed. The intra-day trend vector of traffic flow is used to make a rough estimation, and then, tensor pattern of volume data is constructed with trend vector data and traffic historical data, lastly, Windows-based tensor completion -a dynamic tensor completion method is introduced to exact estimation. We chose the PeMs open-access traffic flow datasets (California Performance Measurement, System, http://pems.eecs.berkeley.edu) to evaluate the performances of proposed method. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed prediction method based on dynamic tensor completion (DTC) is more accurate and reliable than the conventional short-term traffic predicting methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, Section 2 introduces the notations and tensor basics. In section 3, we analyze the traffic data and construct the tensor pattern. We propose our method in section 4, Numerical results of combination on tensor model method and traditional prediction models are given in Section 5, Conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6.
Notations and tensor basics
In this section, we partially adopt the notation denoted as (Acar et al., 2010; Ishteva, 2009; Kolda and Bader, 2009) . Throughout this paper, third-order tensors are denoted by calligraphic letters ( by bold--face lowerby lowerFor example, the element of a third-order tensor is .Some special scalars, such as upper bounds of indices, are denoted by capital letters (I, , , two sets.
The elements of a third-order tensor are referred to by three indices. The mode-1 vectors of the tensor are defined to be its columns and the mode-2 vectors its rows. In general, the mode-n vectors (n = 1, 2, 3) are the vectors, obtained by varying the n-th index, while keeping the other indices fixed. The number of linearly independent mode-n vectors is called mode-n rank. It is a generalization of column and row ranks of a matrix. Contrary to matrix case, different mode-n ranks are not necessarily equal to each other.
The mode-n products , n = 1, 2, 3 of a tensor with matrices are defined by
where .
An N-way tensor can be rearranged as a matrix; this is called matricization, also known as unfolding or flattening. The mode-n matricization of a tensor are defined as follows , , . Given two tensors and of same size , their Hadamard (elementwise) product is denoted by , is defined as and the scalar product is defined as For a tensor of size , its norm is . We also define a weighted norm as follows. Let and be two tensors of size . Then the -weighted norm of is Let be the observed tensor that stores all the observed values, such that
Traffic data analysis and tensor pattern for short-term traffic prediction
Traffic prediction mainly uses the internal correlation of historical traffic data to estimate future data value. Tradition traffic time series models treat traffic data as flat-world , focus on one mode correlation of traffic data and pay little attention to the multi-mode correlation of traffic data, hence end up with lower accuracy, Traffic volume data contains multi-mode temporal and spatial correlation. Obviously, mining the multi-mode correlations will make a great contribution for traffic prediction.
Some previous works (Zhang et al., 2010) apply correlation coefficient of vector to measure the data correlation. Here, we construct traffic data into three matrix,, including week day , day point and point week , To measure the correlations of traffic volume data, the correlation coefficient of matrix is given by:
,where A and B denote the matrix, and denote the ith row and jth column element of matrix A and B respectively, mean(X ) denotes the mean value of matrix X. Fig. 1 gives the traffic data distribution on each matrix mode, Intuitively, day week , day point and week point obey the similar time distributions. Applying the correlation coefficient of matrix to measuring the traffic data correlation mine more multi-mode correlation, For example, the correlation coefficient of different day point matrices not only reflects the similarity of different day point mode matrices but also reflects the correlation between different weeks. To exploit multiple correlations of traffic volume data, multi-way tensor model is used to construct the volume data. Volume data sets are usually recorded every 5 minutes. One loop detector preserves 288 data points per day, then N week traffic data can be viewed as a three way data tensor , including week day matrix, day point matrix and point week matrix, as is shown in Fig.2 . 
Prediction method based on tensor completion
We propose dynamic tensor completion (DTC) based short-term traffic prediction in this section. DTC is kind of method apply tensor decomposition to real-time data completion. Unfortunately in traffic prediction process, many future data after the forecasting point is unknown, which may cause loss of accuracy. To tackle this, we propose a two-step forecasting framework, the intra-day trend of traffic flow is used to do rough estimation and construct tensor pattern with historical data, then Windows-based tensor completion -a kind of DTC is used to exact estimation and keep the structure of tensor pattern. As such, our method can be characterized as a flow chart in Fig.3 
Tensor T T decomposition
To discover hidden components within the traffic data and retain the correlation information to estimate unknown predicting traffic data, the predicting tools should reflect the multi-dimensional correlation of the traffic data. Theoretically, it is easier to control the interaction of each subspace for applying Tucker decomposition to traffic volume data, Tucker decomposition is a form of higher-order principal component analysis. It decomposes a tensor into a core tensor multiplied (or transformed) by a matrix along each mode. Thus, the N week traffic data tensor , we have here, are the week, day and point factor matrix (which are usually orthogonal) also can be thought of as the principal components in each mode. The tensor is called the core tensor and its entries show the level of interaction between the different components (Kolda and Bader, 2009) . And the unknown traffic data within the tensor pattern can be estimated through gradient analysis by a first-order weighted optimization (WOPT) algorithm (Acar et al., 2010) .
For simplicity, let be the original traffic volume tensor with unknown data, denoted by a real-valued threeorder tensor of size . A nonnegative weight tensor of the same size as is used to indicate the position of unknown data. Formally, it can be defined as Then we can estimate the unknown data through solve formulation below by iteration (10) However, in traffic prediction process, as it is shown in Fig.4 the data of time point after the predicting point is unknown. In this unknown data distribution case, if we directly using nowadays tensor completion method to traffic prediction, the accuracy will sharply decline. 
Rough prediction by intra-day trend
To solve the decline of short-term traffic prediction accuracy when directly apply tensor completion, rough estimation by intra-day trend is used.
Human behavior such as work and shopping let the traffic flow period be seven days, same as the week, there is very strong similarity between the same day of different weeks (NING and LI f f , 2002). Because of this similarity, we can extract the intra-day trend of traffic flow to make a rough estimation for traffic data. Some researches use intra-day trend for rough estimation, then remove the intra-day trend from original series and the rest residual time series is used for extract estimation. By this means, the performance of traffic prediction can be improved (Williams and Hoel, 2003; Chen et al., 2012) . The frequently used methods to extract the intra-day trend are simple average method and principal component analysis (Qu et al., 2009) .
To improve the accuracy of traffic prediction by tensor completion, firstly, we use the two major methods to extract seven intra-day trend vectors from Monday to Sunday from historical traffic data and forming a trend matrix, then, the corresponding time point of trend matrix data is used to fill with the unknown point, lastly, static tensor decomposition is used to do exact estimation. The process is described in Fig.5 
Windows-Based Tensor Completion T T
Predicting only one week traffic data needn t to change the structure of traffic data tensor, what we need to do is replace the corresponding intra-day data of tensor pattern by new observed data after completed prediction and collection of new observed data. However, when predicting of several weeks traffic data is needed, if we change the tensor structure on week direction, the accuracy of estimation will decline (Tan et al., 2013) . To overcome this shortcoming, we apply Windows-Based Tensor Completion to short-term traffic prediction.
Windows-Based Tensor Completion is a kind of dynamic tensor completion, which efficiency computes a compact summary for real-time high-order and high-dimensional data and reveals the hidden correlations (Sun et al., 2008) . In order to meet the requirements of dynamic prediction with real-time traffic data especially the need for keep the structure of tensor pattern on the week direction, we will apply the Windows-Based Tensor Completion to short-term traffic prediction Windows-Based Tensor Completion handles time dependency through a sliding window, the sliding windows gives the same weight to all timestamps in the window. On the week direction, day point matrices can be seen as a matrix stream, A traffic data tensor window consists of a subset of a matrix stream ending at week n with size W, Formally, , where each Xi (the loop detectors send data every 5 min) As it is shown in Fig.6 , the Window-Based tensor construction is to incrementally extract patterns from week direction traffic data stream to keep the traffic flow data tensor structure. We also calculate the new intra-day vector every week to ensure the accuracy of our method.
Numerical results
The comparison between our proposed method and traditional short-term traffic prediction method include ARIMA and BP Neural Network is given in this section. To provide a Convincing result, we chose the PeMs open-access traffic flow datasets (Califonia Performance Measurement System, http://pems.eecs.berkeley.edu) for this study. The objective of the Performance Measurement System (PeMS) project is to collect real-time freeway data from freeways in California and measure traffic performance.
The test data
The particular dataset used in this paper was collected form Detector 1017510(SR99-N). The detector is located at north bound freeway SR99, Stockton City, San Joaquin County, California. The freeway has three lanes under surveillance. The sampling period is from March 1st, 2011 till May 30th, 2011.
Prediction performance comparison
There are various performance indexes to measure the discrepancy between the observed value M t and the predicted value x t . For the purposes of this paper, we focus on the following three error indexes:
The mean absolute error (MAE)
The mean squared error (MSE)
The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
We provide the performance results at different aggregation time scales, which were set at 5 min and 10 min. For DTC, the tensor pattern structure is , means that seven week historical data is used to forecast the eighth week, and both PCA and simple average intra-day trend are used for rough estimation. We will also give the results of rough estimation by PCA and simple average intra-day trend
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Brockwell and Davis, 2002 ) is used to measure the goodness of fit for the ARIMA models. Table. 2 the performance of the prediction models, when the aggregation time length is 5 minutes Fig.8 the performance of prediction models (May 8, 2011) , when the aggregation time length is 5 minutes Table. 3 the performance of the prediction models, when the aggregation time length is 10 minutes Fig.9 the performance of prediction models (May 8, 2011) , when the aggregation time length is 10 minutes As Table 2-3 shown, in summary, when comparing the results, the overall performance of dynamic tensor completion based traffic prediction models are better than ARIMA and BP neural networks under different aggregation time scales, and Fig.8 and Fig.9 shown the impact of using different trend for rough estimation on DTC is not big and exact estimation by DTC can significantly improve the accuracy of prediction. We tested other datasets of PeMS, and the results were similar. In addition, Table 2 -3 also show that any of the three error indexes: MAE, MSE and MAPE, can be used independently to evaluate a prediction model since these indexes were equivalent in our tests. We statistic and analysis the average accuracy of different methods during different one-h periods, Fig,10 shows the performance of prediction during different 1-h periods of a day, average across work days from May 8, 2011 till May 21. 2011. Overall the accuracy of DTC has a higher level accuracy and stability than ARIMA and BP Neural Network during almost all time 1-h periods. And particularly the dynamic tensor completion method (DTC) performs very well during traffic flow morning rush hours and evening rush hours. In these hours, the errors of estimation are still stable and convincible.
Conclusions and future works
In this paper, a multi-way tensor model is proposed to represent the traffic volume data based on the correlation analysis and dynamic tensor completion is applied to short-term traffic prediction. Compared with some traditional prediction methods, the tensor method is more accurate, stable. Because of the strong similarity correlation between traffic flow data of multiple loop detectors, we can also apply this method to multiple loop detector traffic flow forecasting, we will discuss the application of multiple loop detectors in a forthcoming paper. Also we will continue to study whether tensor completion can apply to others traffic parameters prediction such as speed and occupancy rate. 
